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Name: Hydroelectric Generation Shower Head 

Model: / 

LED QTY:  / 

Size: / 

Weight: 0.22kg 

Certificate:CE,RoHS,FCC 

Specification 
Actual Power 0W Size / 

Lumens / Output Current / 
Gross weight 0.22kg LED Quantity 5-15PCS

Lifespan 30,000 Hours Commercial Type / 
Product size spray-head 78mm length CCT / 
Net Weight 0.17kg Coverage area / 

Outer Carton Size / Material ABS engineering plastic 

Description： 
This Hydroelectric Generation LED Shower Head is made of ABS and the lights twinkle because of hydraulic power 
generation. It is no need power and batteries, when the water flow to the micro generator, LED lights can twinkle randomly 
with 7 colors. When showering with this shower head, multi-colors changing randomly can help you to release stress, 
eliminate fatigue and brings you a good mood .There are chromatherapy benefits provided from a rainbow showerhead, 
different colors has different functions for people skin, such as red color can promoting blood circulation; purple has function 
of sterilization; blue can reduce inflammation; green can release stress; yellow can whitening skin. Taking a shower is 
undoubtedly a daily necessity. Unlike the majority of life’s requirements, showering is a true treat. A nice, long shower can 
be incredibly beneficial and can give you the ability to calm your nerve and unwind, after a long workday. 

Benefits of the Hydroelectric Generation LED Shower Head: 
1. Shower time just got a lot more fun
2. You will be able to effortlessly check the temperature of the shower water
3. LED showerheads help to set the mood, advanced technologies make your shower more comfortable
4. You will be taking advantage of the latest and greatest in showerhead technology, you will increase the value of your
bathroom and your home
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5. These showerheads are relatively easy to install
6. Almost all showerheads have incredibly warranties
7. The light produced by LED shower heads makes bathroom lights unnecessary, considerably reducing the amount of money
you pay for electricity. Thus the LED shower heads save on energy expenses.
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